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The Ever-Changing Cyber Insurance Arena

Cybersecurity insurance is still a
pretty new concept for many SMBs. It

Premiums are Increasing



was initially introduced in the 1990s
to provide coverage for large
enterprises. It covered things like
data processing errors and online
media.

Since that time, the policies for this
type of liability coverage have
changed.

Today’s cyber insurance policies
cover the typical costs of a data
breach. Including remediating a
malware infection or compromised
account.

Cybersecurity insurance policies will
cover the costs for things like:

• Recovering compromised data
• Repairing computer systems
• Notifying customers about a data
breach
• Providing personal identity
monitoring
• IT forensics to investigate the
breach
• Legal expenses
• Ransomware payments

The increase in online danger and
rising costs of a breach have led to
changes in this type of insurance.

No one is safe. Even small businesses
find they are targets. They often have
more to lose than larger enterprises
as well.

The cybersecurity insurance industry
is ever evolving.

Businesses need to keep up with
these trends to ensure they can stay
protected.

Demand is Going Up

The average cost of a data breach is
currently $4.35 million (global
average).

In the U.S., it’s more than double
that, at $9.44 million. As these costs
continue to balloon, so does the
demand for cybersecurity insurance.

Companies of all types are realizing
that cyber insurance is critical. It’s as
important as their business liability
insurance.

With demand increasing, look for
more availability of cybersecurity

With the increase in cyberattacks has
come an increase in insurance
payouts. Insurance companies are
increasing premiums to keep up.

In 2021, cyber insurance premiums
rose by a staggering 74%. Insurance
carriers aren’t willing to lose money
on cybersecurity policies.

Certain Coverages are Being
Dropped

Certain types of coverage are getting
more difficult to find. For example,
some insurance carriers are dropping
coverage for “nationstate” attacks.
These are attacks that come from a
government.

Many governments have ties to
known hacking groups. So, a
ransomware attack that hits
consumers and businesses can very
well be in this category.

In 2021, 21% of nation-state attacks
targeted consumers, and 79%
targeted enterprises. So, if you see
that an insurance policy excludes
these types of attacks, be very wary.

Another type of attack payout that is
being dropped from some policies is
ransomware.

Insurance carriers are tired of
unsecured clients relying on them to
pay the ransom. So many are
excluding ransomware payouts from
policies. This puts a bigger burden on
organizations.

It’s Harder to Qualify

Just because you want cybersecurity
insurance, doesn’t mean you’ll qualify
for it. Qualifications are becoming
stiffer. Insurance carriers aren’t
willing to take chances. Especially on
companies with poor cyber hygiene.

Some of the factors that insurance
carriers look at include:

• Network security
• Use of things like multi-factor
authentication
• BYOD and device security policies
• Advanced threat protection
• Automated security processes
• Backup and recovery strategy
• Administrative access to systems
• Anti-phishing tactics



insurance. • Employee security training

PERSONAL & HOME-OFFICE

Legislation to Ban TikTok on US Government Devices

The Senate passed legislation
Wednesday, 12/14/2022, to ban
TikTok from US government devices
in a move designed to limit perceived
information-security risks from the
social media app.

The vote by unanimous consent
approved the "No TikTok on
Government Devices Act," a bill
authored by Missouri Republican Sen.
Josh Hawley.

According to the FBI, TikTok, owned
by Beijing company ByteDance, poses
national security concerns

because the Chinese government
could use the app to influence users,
control their devices, or gather data.

Aynne Kokas, professor of media
studies and the director of the East
Asia Center at the University of
Virginia, told NPR in November that in
addition to being an entertainment
platform, TikTok has also become a
form of critical communications
infrastructure.

Read more on this and other personal
digital security topics at:
https://Personal.TechFramework.com

WEBSITES

Remember, we also build and
defend websites!

Your website reflects your organization
and deserves the best in aesthetic
engineering: excellent web design,
unrivaled web cybersecurity, and rock-
solid web hosting.

Our projects encompass banking, energy, non-profit, and medical
services. Don't become a cybersecurity headline.

Contact us for the industry's perfect blend of web
development and defense methodology.

CONTACT US

https://personal.techframework.com
https://tacticalwebmedia.com/contact


WEBSITES

Our Website Creation of the Month!

Northern Colorado faces challenges to its future success and prosperity. The
resources raised by Northern Colorado Prospers, a 5-Year regional strategic
initiative of the Fort Collins Area Chamber of Commerce, will help alleviate the
challenges Northern Colorado faces.

Our website expands upon the four main challenges and the Northern
Colorado Prospers goals for each.

SEE MORE PROJECTS HERE
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Align your team to company targets with Microsoft
Viva Goals

You often hear the words “digital
transformation” and “collaboration.”
But what do they actually mean?
What do they mean for the day-to-
day of running your business?

Collaboration can’t happen without
shared goals. When departments are
siloed and unconnected, priorities can
conflict. People are doing their best
but may not be moving in the same
direction.

In Viva Goals, that target can have
directives for various teams. Such
as customer support reducing ticket
resolution by 8 hours. This brings
goals to a meaningful level and allows
organizations to track progress.

Here are the key value-adds of using
Viva Goals.

Aligns Your Team to the Same
Goals

https://tacticalwebmedia.com/our-work


Digital transformation is simply the
use of technology to better reach
business goals. This encompasses
moving from analog ways of doing
things. Transitioning to tools that are
more automated and connected.

Microsoft has been at the forefront of
digital transformation and
collaboration. Its Viva platform drives
an improved employee experience.

It does this by use of AI, automation,
cloud connectivity, and more.

What is Viva Goals?

Viva Goals is one of the newest Viva
applications from Microsoft.

It connects teams so they’re moving
toward a shared set of goals.
Employees align, whether someone
works in the accounting department
or customer support.

Business leaders can look at Viva
Goals as a way to solidify company
objectives. They can then tie these
objectives to meaningful targets for
each department.

For example, say you have a
corporate target to provide
exceptional customer support. This
goal by itself is generic. It doesn’t
connect to what teams need to do to
make it happen.

Viva Goals puts company goals and
targets in a tangible form. There is a
definition of success for teams and
individuals. Work outcomes are
directly connected to company-wide
objectives.

Maintains Focus on Goals

Viva connects to other M365 apps,
making it easier to gather data
insights. These insights help leaders
more easily see goal progress.

Employees stay focused on goals.
This is because goals connect to their
daily work targets.

Rather than being something they
hear at a company event, goals get
infused into the workflow.

Integration with Teams & M365

The integration with Teams keeps
goals front and center.

Employees get recognized for meeting
targets and helping the company
achieve its goals.

This keeps everyone engaged and
moving together.
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What cybersecurity attack trends should you watch out
for in 2023?

Cybersecurity risks are getting worse.
Attacks continue to get more
sophisticated. They are also often
perpetrated by large criminal
organizations. These criminal groups
treat these attacks like a business.

To protect your business in the
coming year, it’s important to watch
the attack trends.

We’ve pulled out the security crystal
ball to tell you what to watch out for.

Attacks on 5G Devices

Some ways this is done include:

• Reusing a token
• Sharing unused tokens
• Leaked token
• Password reset function

Attacks Surrounding World Events

People need to be especially mindful
of phishing scams surrounding global
crisis events.

Smishing & Mobile Device Attacks

Mobile devices go with us just about



Hackers are looking to take
advantage of the 5G hardware used
for routers, mobile devices, and PCs.
Any time you have a new technology
like this, it’s bound to have some
code vulnerabilities.

One-time Password (OTP) Bypass

This alarming new trend is designed
to get past one of the best forms of
account security – Multi-factor
authentication.

everywhere. Look for more mobile
device-based attacks, including SMS-
based phishing (“smishing”).

Elevated Phishing Using AI &
Machine Learning

Criminal groups elevate today’s
phishing using AI and machine
learning. Not only will it look
identical to a real brand’s emails, but
it will also come personalized.

CORPORATE

7 VoIP setup tips for a
more productive office

Companies that don’t set up their
VoIP system efficiently, can
experience issues.

This includes things like dropped
calls, low bandwidth, and features
left unused.

If you’ve been struggling to make
your cloud phone system more
efficient, check out these tips below.
They provide setup best practices
for VoIP.

1. Check Network Capabilities
2. Prioritize Your VoIP Software
Using QoS Rules
3. Provide Quality Headsets for Your
Team
4. Set Up Departments & Ring
Groups
5. Create Your Company Directory
6. Have Employees Set Up Their
Voicemail & VM to Email
7. Train Your Team on the Call
Handling Process

CORPORATE

5 Ways to balance user
productivity with solid
authentication protocols

One constant struggle in offices is
the balance between productivity
and security. If you give users too
much freedom in your network, risk
increases. But add too many
security gates, and productivity can
dwindle.

There are ways to have both secure
and productive users. It simply
takes adopting some solutions that
can help.

These are tools that improve
authentication security. But do it in
a way that keeps user convenience
in mind.

• Use Contextual Authentication
Rules
• Install a Single Sign-on (SSO)
Solution
• Recognize Devices
• Use Role-based Authentication
• Consider Adding Biometrics

PERSONAL & HOME-OFFICE

Don't set yourself up to fail: Tips for safer home
security setups

From Ring doorbell cams to entire
home security systems, watching
your front door from afar has

camera system to ensure it’s not
breached.



never been so easy. These security
solutions also provide peace of
mind at a wallet-friendly cost.

But don’t let the ease of setup fool
you. Home security devices can open
your family up to risks if you don’t
take precautions.

There are many horror stories online
about hacked video cameras.

Don’t let that scare you off. You can
properly secure a home video

Here are some tips:

• Make Sure Your Router is Secure
• Change the Default Username &
Password
• Ensure the System Uses SSL/TLS
Or Other Encryption
• Keep the Software Updated
• Consider Access Levels for Multiple
Users
• Enable Camera Security Features
• Make Sure Your Mobile Device is
Secure


